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ABSTRACT

on Systems (APSys ’19), August 19–20, 2019, Hangzhou, China. ACM,
New York, NY, USA, 8 pages. https://doi.org/10.1145/3343737.3343740

Idle-state governors partially turn off idle CPUs, allowing
them to go to states known as idle-states to save power.
Exiting from these idle-sates, however, imposes delays on
the execution of tasks and aggravates tail latency. Menu,
the default idle-state governor of Linux, predicts periods
of idleness based on the historical data and the disk I/O
information to choose proper idle-sates. Our experiments
show that Menu can save power, but at the cost of sacrificing
tail latency, making Menu an inappropriate governor for
data centers that host latency-sensitive applications. In this
paper, we present the initial design of Yawn, an idle-state
governor that aims to mitigate tail latency without sacrificing
power. Yawn leverages online machine learning techniques
to predict the idle periods based on information gathered
from all parameters affecting idleness, including network I/O,
resulting in more accurate predictions, which in turn leads to
reduced response times. Preliminary benchmarking results
demonstrate that Yawn reduces the 99t h latency percentile
of Memcached requests by up to 40%.
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INTRODUCTION

In-memory key-value databases are the beating heart of
the current data centers. The workloads for such databases
consist of short-lived tasks generated initially from a userfacing server. User requests are partitioned into multiple
queries distributed among servers in data centers [11]. The
aggregation of query results forms the final response to the
user request and the latency of the slowest server determines
the overall QoS [3, 10].
Energy efficiency, on the other hand, is a highly desirable goal for data centers as it determines the total cost
of ownership [5]. Studies have shown that considering the
energy delivery losses, reducing a single watt energy consumption in processors can thus turn up to 3x Watts of data
center energy savings [15]. Since the utilization of servers
in data centers follows a periodic pattern [2], it is likely that
several CPU cores become idle many times a day. This provides an opportunity to enter CPU idle-states. In spite of
the fact that governing the idle-states curb the power consumption of CPUs, exiting from these states can be notably
time-consuming [21, 30].
We find out that Menu, the default idle-state governor
of Linux, does not consider the incoming network request
rate (network I/O) as a parameter in the prediction of task
arrival times. This results in inaccurate predictions regarding
network-intensive workloads, imposing notable exit latency
of idle-states, and worsening the request tail latency [18, 36].
Additionally, the default task load-balancer of Linux prefers
to put the newly awakened tasks on idle cores to accelerate
their execution. We believe this policy not only increases the
power consumption but also often lengthens the tail latency.
This is because of the fact that idle cores residing in deep
idle-states need to spend a considerable amount of time relative to the response time of a network request to become
operational again, while it might be more efficient to let the
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active processor cores enqueue the task for future execution
and allow the sleeping cores save more power [4].
In this paper, we present an idle-state governor called
Yawn, specifically designed for data centers that host latencysensitive workloads. The main goal of Yawn is to mitigate the
tail latency of network-intensive workloads without compromising power consumption. We leverage "prediction with
expert advice", an online machine learning approach to predict the arrival times of tasks for the idle-state governor. Also,
Yawn’s power-aware load-balancer avoids running newly
awakened tasks on idle cores if there is an operating core
capable of accommodating it.
The results of our initial experiments with Yawn prototype demonstrate that Yawn can improve the tail latency of
Memcached requests by near 50% in the improvement window -that is the difference between the response time in the
default c-state settings and when we disable c-states. Also
considering the tradeoff between latency performance and
power efficiency, Yawn tries to keep its power consumption
lower than Menu at all times.

Figure 1: The idle-state management subsystem operation overview

Figure 2: The c-state residency of the CPU cores under
different Memcached request rates

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
2.1 CPU Power-saving and Idle-states

then updates the last entered state and the residency time
(2) followed by a similar call, the active governor updates its
statistics (3). Then the ready task, which might be a kernel
worker or a user application, becomes activated (4) and eventually scheduled for the execution (5). This cycle is repeated
until the scheduler, forcing it to wake up the idle task (6),
returns no ready task. The idle task contains an endless loop
calling the corresponding governor to select an appropriate
idle-state (7). The governor embodies the actual policies of
idle-state selection, chooses a proper state, and returns it to
the idle task (8). The driver then executes the selected idlestate (9) by translating it to machine instructions such as
MWAIT, for deeper states that support memory monitoring
during sleep, HLT, an older facility for shallow sleeps and a
nop loop if the system decides to remain active [13, 19, 34].

When a CPU is in an idle-state and a task becomes ready
for execution, it takes a while for the CPU to activate its
components again. This duration is referred to as exit latency. A deeper idle-state imposes higher exit latency. This
exit latency can be a source of long-tailed response times
in I/O-sensitive tasks. We seek a management strategy that
chooses the most suitable idle-state for an idle CPU that does
not hurt the performance of running tasks. Such strategies
are managed by a component called idle-state governor. A
clairvoyant idle-state governor knows the arrival times of
the next ready tasks. Consequently, it chooses the deepest
possible idle-state, resides there adequately and finally returns to the operational state right before the arrival of the
next ready task.
Idle-state governors are one of the few components of
the operating systems that can borrow machine learning
techniques in order to provide accurate predictions. At the
very least, having a clairvoyant governor is impracticable
since the arrival of tasks depends on many internal and external factors, leaving no choice but resorting to governors
that leverage heuristic approaches to predict the sleep intervals. This motivates us to integrate online machine learning
schemes into the operating system.
Figure 1 presents an overview of the cpuidle subsystem
operation. When a CPU core is in a sleep state, an interrupt
or a write to the memory region -storing the flag that indicates the availability of ready tasks for the scheduler- can
initiate the exit from the sleep state (1). The cpuidle driver

2.2

Linux Idle-state Governor

Menu, the current idle-state governor of Linux, consists of
two main components: selection and reflection. Menu’s selection algorithm selects a correction factor (CF) from a histogram of twelve integer factors, based on the remaining
time until the next timer event. These factors are updated in
the reflection step and demonstrate the closeness of the next
predicted wake-up to the next timer tick. The multiplication
of the factor and the upcoming timer tick gives the foremost
prediction of the following wake-up event. To enhance the
prediction further, Menu also uses a simple moving average
of the latest residency times. In the case of a low standard
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determined by the highest c-state exit latency, which means
that if we disable the governor, the tail latency is reduced by
up to the highest exit latency.

3

Yawn is a generic platform that is consisted of an idle-state
governor and a process load balancer integration, working
together to provide a better balance between the latency performance and power efficiency of the operating system. The
idle-state governor comprises independent sleep-duration
predictors and acts to aggregate their predictions and weight
them based on their accuracy. The load balancer uses the
data from Yawn’s governor and the process scheduler to decide on task placements. Yawn’s design overview is depicted
in Figure 5.

Figure 3: C-state residencies in different Memcached
request rates in a Linux system

3.1
(a) Tail latency

DESIGN

The Idle-state Governor

Each of Yawn’s predictors (also referred to as experts) is
designed to predict the next sleep duration based on its gathered information (e.g., network request arrivals). Yawn’s
governor calculates the weighted average of the forecasters’
predictions to pick a proper c-state and then estimates the
time the CPU should reside in that state. After the actual arrival time is revealed, the governor updates experts’ weights.
This approach is called Prediction with Expert advice in online machine learning, and brings about the advantage of
supporting various configurations.
There are various reasons for a process to wake up, like
the availability of an I/O event or the process scheduler’s
decision. Waking up a process mandates a set of actions from
the operating system to be done. These include background
operations such as context switching or allocating proper
memory regions. It is also worth mentioning that since these
operations usually occur at a high frequency, their performance impact will be drastic at scale [39]. Idle-state governor
decides while keeping an eye on all these tasks. We believe
that each component that could be impacted by the idlestate governor and forgoes the power efficiency should be
scrutinized and is a potential Expert for the CPU idle-state
governor in our design.
Experts are designed, suited for batched, critical, disk
I/O intensive or offline workloads, and the system will autonomously adapt the expert weights, therefore favoring the
most appropriate experts. Before getting to the details of
Yawn experts, we describe prediction with expert advice in
more detail.

(b) Power consumption

Figure 4: The latency and power consumption gaps between the default Linux governor and disabled idlestates
deviation, the moving average is used instead as the prediction. Finally, based on the number of processes waiting for a
disk I/O and the run-queue load, the prediction is updated.
The reflection process consists of updating the governor’s
data structures and occurs before selecting the next idlestate. The governor retrieves the last entered c-state and its
residency time and updates the corresponding correction
factor using an exponential moving average.
Unfortunately, Menu does not directly account for network I/O in its prediction of sleep intervals. In fact, it only
considers the tasks’ waiting time for disk I/O as a factor to
reduce the predicted value. This inevitably causes premature
wake-ups and thus latency hiccups, leading to unpredictable
network request latency. [23, 27–29, 32].
Figure 2 shows the c-state residencies of CPU cores as the
load on the Memcached server increases. As the governor
chooses the deepest sleep state in lower request rates, requests in these rates experience notable delays due to high
idle-state exit latency. Then, while the rate increases, Menu
governor chooses shallower idle-states, which are less harmful to the request latency. The load-balancing behavior of the
system is also presented in Figure 3. It shows that the CPU
cores are rather equally utilized and the attempts of the task
load-balancer in trying to save more power on idlest cores
by keeping them vacant is not reflected. That is because the
scheduler always chooses an idle core for a newly woken
task rather than putting the task on its ready task queue
(run-queue) for each active CPU core.
From a motivational perspective based on figures 4a and
4b, we can observe that the maximum latency improvement is

3.2

Prediction with Expert Advice

Prediction with expert advice is used when there are multiple
sources that predict the event of interest independently. At
each time unit t, each source that is theoretically called an
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Figure 5: Yawn architecture
expert E (also oracle) predicts the next outcome denoted
The chosen state is then executed (5) and eventually an
by f E,t . The forecaster then uses a weighted average of the
event awakes the system revealing the actual duration of
sleep to the governor (6). To extend the accuracy of the
experts’ predictions as the final decision at time t as denoted
by Equation 1.
system, the governor updates the corresponding weight of
ÍN
the experts using an exponential weight update function
i=1 w i,t −1 f i,t
(1)
p̂t = Í
and finally provides the experts with a chance to update
N
i=1 w i,t −1
their data with the actual sleep residency time (7). It is worth
mentioning that the wake-ups by the pre-armed Yawn timer
wherein N is the number of available experts and w i,t indiwill not count as an event of interest for the governor, so
cates the weight of expert i at time t.
in case of a premature wake-up, skipping the update, the
Finally, when the environment reveals the real outcome, the
system will be put back to sleep again.
forecaster updates the weights of the experts according to
their success in their estimations. The distance function of
each expert’s forecast from the real event is called the loss
3.4 The Residency Expert
function denoted by ℓi,t and the ultimate goal of the foreIn online machine learning, the moving average algorithm
caster is to minimize the cumulative Regret of each expert
proves to provide a decent resolution with a sustainable
that is defined as the difference between the forecaster’s cucomplexity [6]. Therefore, for the initial phase of Yawn’s
mulative loss and the expert’s cumulative loss after n rounds
implementation, we utilize the exponential moving average
of prediction. According to an exponential weight-update
(EMA) of the last 8 idle-state residency durations according
function described in [6], the weight of expert i at time t can
to Equation 3:
be derived as in Equation 2.
w i,t −1e −ηℓ(fi, t ,yt )
w i,t = ÍN
−ηℓ(f j, t −1,yt )
j=1 w j,t −1e

3.3

EMAt +1 = 18 × EMAt + 2 × yt

(2)

(3)

wherein yt is the actual sleep duration of the current CPU
core. Yawn’s residency expert always predicts the next sleep
duration using the existing history gathered during the past
prediction rounds.

Idle-state Selection and Reflection

Figure 5 depicts the overall design principles of Yawn. When
the OS scheduler finds no available ready task to execute,
the context is switched to the idle task that consists of an
endless loop that calls the cpuidle subsystem to select an
appropriate idle-state (1). In the provided selection interface,
Yawn queries all registered experts to predict next sleep
duration of the current processor (2), then uses a weighted
average as the conciliation of all experts (3). The selected
c-state is the deepest state that satisfies the target residency
constraints based on the derived weighted average. Before
executing the idle-state, if the corresponding expert detects
network activity, a timer is armed to wake the CPU core at
the predicted time spot (4). The timer decreases the chance
that an incoming request will have to wait for a full exit
latency.

3.5

The Network Expert

To oversee the effect of network requests on the governor, we
require an independent expert that infers per-CPU incoming
request rate and uses this rate to predict the next idle-state
residency. With the arrival of each network request, an interrupt is raised by the NIC to invoke the network driver’s
receive routine. Then three scheduling events are triggered
consecutively to (1) process the incoming packet, (2) execute
the user application and (3) send the response packet.
Using the deduced event rate, the network expert predicts
the next sleep duration, and if it doesn’t detect any network
events, simply refuses to vote.
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The Load Balancer

Yawn’s timer mechanism can possibly increase the number
of wake-ups. Increased number of wake-ups mitigates response times of network requests, but it prevents idle-cores
from staying in deep idle-states long enough, resulting in
higher power consumption. Therefore, we propose a new
load balancer that tries to avoid running incoming tasks on
idle cores if there is an operating core that can accommodate
them. In this way, when a task is woken up, it finds an operating CPU-core to execute the new task. If it cannot find an
operating core that can accommodate the new task, it turns
on a neighboring idle-core instead.
The advantages of such a technique are twofold. First,
it gives enough time to idle cores to remain/go in/to deep
idle-states to save more power. Secondly, executing newly
awakened tasks on operating cores eliminates the impact of
high exit latency caused by idle-cores, thereby shortening
response times and tail latency of I/O-intensive workloads.

Figure 6: C-state residencies in different Memcached
request rates for the proposed load balancing mechanism

4 EVALUATION
4.1 Setup
We evaluate an initial implementation of Yawn in an environment consisting of four production-level machines. The
server machine has two Intel Xeon E5-2697 v2 processors
and 64GB of memory, alongside two 10GbE network interfaces with Receive-side scaling enabled. Processors possess
12 physical cores that can operate up to 2.7 GHz and support
four c-states with exit latency of 1 to 82µs. The operating
system is Ubuntu 16.04 with modified Linux kernel 4.4.120.
The other three machines cooperate to generate load on the
server. We activated the performance P-state governor on
all the machines and disabled Intel Turbo Boost and Hyperthreading to prevent unwanted performance degradations.
We deployed Memcached [14] on the server and configured its worker threads to match the number of available
cores on the system. To generate the workload, we used Mutilate [26], a distributed Memcached load generator, used
in related works to simulate realistic Facebook-like workloads. We configured Mutilate using its predefined Facebook
distributions.

4.2

(a) Tail latency

(b) Power consumption

Figure 7: Evaluation of Yawn for NUMA systems
balancer will elastically turn on more CPU cores if needed
and lets other CPU cores to remain in deep idle-states.
Figure 7a depicts the 99t h percentiles of the Memcached
response-time distribution under Yawn, the default governor
of Linux (Menu) and when the idle-states are completely
disabled. We can observe that using a combination of Prediction with expert advice, as a more accurate prediction model
and the proposed load-balancing scheme, up to tail latency
improvements can be achieved. This is because, Yawn’s governor estimates the arrival times of network requests more
accurately by turning the corresponding cores on just before
requests arrive, therefore avoiding long exit latency of deep
idle-states. Moreover, Yawn’s load balancer further mitigates
tail latency because it prefers to execute newly awakened
tasks on operating cores rather than on idle cores, avoiding
exit latency of idle cores.
Figure 7b shows the effectiveness of Yawn’s load balancer
on decreasing the power consumption of the processors. It
demonstrates that the aggregated energy consumption of the
two processors can be reduced significantly because Yawn
keeps unutilized CPU cores in deep idle-states and it does
not use the idle cores as long as the existing operating CPU
cores can accommodate the incoming network load. Similar
results can also be seen from Figure 8, which presents the
results from running a varying Memcached trace over a
longer period of time.

Preliminary Results

First, to show how the load balancer operates, we repeat the
experiment presented in Section 2. The idle-state residency
heat map of CPU cores, presented in Figure 6, shows how
Yawn distributes tasks among CPU cores as the load (incoming network rate) increases. According to the heat-map, at
first, only one CPU core is in the operational mode, ready
to serve requests while all other CPU cores are in a deep
idle-state, saving power. As the rate increases, Yawn’s load
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to save more energy while considering the latency requirements. This strategy is further enhanced by utilizing request
batching [33]. Q-Learning is used in [36] to give a better
prediction of CPU sleep durations, this study further claims
that Menu governor adopts slowly to the workload pattern
changes.
In a recent work, Ilsche [18] has found inaccurate predictions
in Menu that lead to the selection of shallower states. He calls
such mistakes Powernightmares and uses high-resolution
timers as a fall-back mechanism to deal with them. The study
has only examined these inaccuracies for high-performance
computing workloads. Duan [12] has proposed a modelbased prediction of idle durations that is relied on performance feedback.
Application-level Power Management. The impact of
idle-states on Memcached has recently been investigated in
[43]. The authors have proposed a core arbitration algorithm
that decides to turn on/off the processor cores based on the
incoming request rate and the latency of the previous Memcached requests. [9] has targeted the energy consumption by
postponing the Memcached requests until a user-defined tail
latency cap, allowing the idle cores to further benefit from
deep sleeps. Query processing time prediction and request
batching are also studied in server clusters [7, 8, 16, 22, 41, 42].
Such strategies allow the idle servers to enter package cstates and significantly save more power.

Figure 8: Evaluating Yawn under dynamic loads

4.3

Discussion

The above results, although on a narrow application domain,
present a promising start for rethinking the design of idlestate management. Similar attempts have also been made
by the Linux community in the recent version of the Linux
kernel [1]. Choosing Memcached as the primary benchmark
was merely due to its widespread attention in the related
literature and also in the industry. Nevertheless, to make
Yawn a general-purpose idle-state governor, various types
of workloads need to be evaluated.
Moreover, the initial design of two experts will be complemented by supporting all types of threading models and
also by considering experts that can be used in relatively less
critical environments (e.g., HPC systems, workstations, and
data-driven systems). We will also consider other learning
techniques to find the answer to whether expert advice is
the ultimate mean to settle the tradeoff between latency and
power consumption in idle-state management.

5

6

CONCLUSION

We presented Yawn, an idle-state governor to mitigate tail
latency without increasing the power consumption. Yawn
leverages an online machine learning technique where each
parameter affecting periods of idleness is defined as an expert that can predict idleness periods. Our initial experiments
show that Yawn can reduce the tail latency of a Memcached
workload by up to 40%. Yawn is scalable regarding the number of experts predicting idleness, allowing system administrators to define more experts for more accurate predictions
based on desired QoS.
Further, in Yawn, we have designed a load balancer to
bridge the gap between idle-state governors and task loadbalancers. Our energy-aware load-balancer avoids running
newly awakened tasks on idle cores if possible, allowing
idle cores to go to deeper idle-states to save more power.
Our future direction will include the presentation of Yawn’s
formal definitions, alongside an extensive evaluation of Yawn
using common data center workloads.

RELATED WORK

Processor Power Management. The energy consumption
of a server machine can be mainly attributed to processors,
memory and I/O peripheral devices, among which, the processor’s share is about a third of the total power [31]. Operating systems adjust the power utilization of CPUs through
hardware-defined interfaces called c-states, for idle-state
management and p-states, for frequency scaling while a part
of arbitration is performed directly by the hardware. Governing the frequency of the processors plays an essential
role in controlling the energy consumption of servers under
load since the idle-states are not invoked when the server
load increases. Several works have investigated frequency
governors [17, 20, 23–25, 35, 37, 38, 40].
Governing Idle-states. Idle-state Governors aim to predict the sleep duration of the system. Meisner [31] introduces
transitions between full system sleep and operational state
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